Omnibus proposal: EU consumer rules need to be
adapted to the reality of the digital economy
Brussels, 22 January 2019

On 22 January, Members of the European Parliament’s Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer
protection (IMCO) voted on MEP Daniel Dalton’s report on the proposed revision of EU consumer protection
rules.
“In the European Union, 1 in 5 consumers already shop through voice and text technologies. The EU consumer
protection framework needs to be adapted to technological developments and lead to a better functioning
of the Single Market, that will benefit both consumers and the industry”, commented Cecilia Bonefeld-Dahl,
DIGITALEUROPE’S Director General.
DIGITALEUROPE welcomes the Rapporteur’s efforts to reach an ambitious and balanced text, which aims at
both strengthening consumer protection in the European Union and modernizing existing rules. Overall, MEP
Dalton’s proposal is an improvement on the initial text, though some key areas could be refined. Please see
our key observations below:
•

Transparency requirements: While we agree in principle with increased transparency on online
marketplaces, we strongly believe that overloading consumers with technical information will not
help them make a more informed decision nor facilitate an easy comparison of products. In fact,
disclosing every detailed parameter that makes up rankings could endanger trade secrets, potentially
infringe intellectual property, and lead to seller competition abuse to achieve top rankings. We call
on co-legislators to secure a clear recognition of trade secrets as per the Commission’s proposal in
the Platform-to-Business (P2B) proposal.

•

Monitoring requirements: We strongly caution against including rules in the Omnibus proposal that
obliges marketplaces to actively monitor marketplaces. We urge the co-legislators to ensure that the
omnibus Directive does not contradict or undermine the existing eCommerce Directive.

•

Penalties: We agree with the European Parliament’s consideration that basing penalties on
companies’ global turnover would be disproportionate and support all amendments adding criteria
for determining the level of the penalty. However, we recall that as pointed out in the 2017 EU
Consumer Condition Scoreboard, there is no correlation between high fines and a high level of
compliance and consumer trust. It is crucial that penalties are assessed on a case-by-case basis,
strictly proportionate to the level of the violation and only applied in the Member State or Member
States where the violation took place.

•

Pre-contractual information: Pre-contractual information requirements need to be adapted to the
technological era, which will increasingly use Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things and
often have very limited space or time to display information. It would therefore be inappropriate to
oblige traders to show extensive information on these devices when other available means of
communication can provide, in an easily accessible and less burdensome way, the information the
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consumer needs. An application used to set up these devices fluidly fills this gap and would ensure
futureproof legislation.
To recall, the results of the 2017 Fitness Check of consumer and marketing law demonstrated that existing
rules are overall fit for purpose but would benefit from certain aspects being clarified and brought into line
with the reality of the digital economy. DIGITALEUROPE looks forward to closely work with the EU institutions
in 2019 to ensure that we can collectively deliver on the abovementioned goal.
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ABOUT DIGITALEUROPE
DIGITALEUROPE represents the digital technology industry in Europe. Our members include some of the world's largest
IT, telecoms and consumer electronics companies and national associations from every part of Europe. DIGITALEUROPE
wants European businesses and citizens to benefit fully from digital technologies and for Europe to grow, attract and
sustain the world's best digital technology companies. DIGITALEUROPE ensures industry participation in the
development and implementation of EU policies.
DIGITALEUROPE’s members include in total over 35,000 ICT Companies in Europe represented by 63 Corporate
Members and 40 National Trade Associations from across Europe. Our website provides further information on our
recent news and activities: http://www.digitaleurope.org

DIGITALEUROPE MEMBERSHIP
Corporate Members
Airbus, Amazon, AMD, Apple, Arçelik, Bosch, Bose, Brother, Canon, Cisco, Dell, Dropbox, Epson, Ericsson, Fujitsu,
Google, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Hitachi, HP Inc., Huawei, Intel, JVC Kenwood Group, Konica Minolta, Kyocera,
Lenovo, Lexmark, LG Electronics, Loewe, MasterCard, METRO, Microsoft, Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Motorola
Solutions, MSD Europe Inc., NEC, Nokia, Nvidia Ltd., Océ, Oki, Oracle, Palo Alto Networks, Panasonic Europe, Philips,
Pioneer, Qualcomm, Ricoh Europe PLC, Rockwell Automation, Samsung, SAP, SAS, Schneider Electric, Sharp Electronics,
Siemens, Siemens Healthineers, Sony, Swatch Group, Tata Consultancy Services, Technicolor, Texas Instruments,
Toshiba, TP Vision, VMware, Xerox.

National Trade Associations
Austria: IOÖ
Belarus: INFOPARK
Belgium: AGORIA
Bulgaria: BAIT

Croatia: Croatian Chamber of
Economy
Cyprus: CITEA
Denmark: DI Digital, IT-BRANCHEN
Estonia: ITL
Finland: TIF

France: AFNUM, Syntec Numérique,
Tech in France
Germany: BITKOM, ZVEI
Greece: SEPE
Hungary: IVSZ
Ireland: TECHNOLOGY IRELAND
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Italy: Anitec-Assinform
Lithuania: INFOBALT
Luxembourg: APSI
Netherlands: Nederland ICT, FIAR
Norway: Abelia
Poland: KIGEIT, PIIT, ZIPSEE
Portugal: AGEFE

Romania: ANIS, APDETIC
Slovakia: ITAS
Slovenia: GZS
Spain: AMETIC
Sweden: Foreningen
Teknikföretagen i Sverige,
IT&Telekomföretagen

Switzerland: SWICO
Turkey: Digital Turkey Platform, ECID
Ukraine: IT UKRAINE
United Kingdom: techUK
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